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Best watercolor pencils for bible journaling

$24.99 Watercolor Pencil Kit for Bible Journaling: Safe, Simple and Fun to Use! Sold out (3 votes, average: 5.00 out of 5) Loading ... ⤎ back to guide categories watercolor products watercolor is a favorite of mine! You may be surprised to know that watercolor comes in a variety of shapes and formats, and I think you are sure to find one right for you.
Collections on this page Click a category, to jump to the section, or just browse. This page may contain linked links to support you. If you make a purchase after clicking on an affiliate link, this service gets a small commission, at no extra cost to you. You can read my full disclosure, for details. Thank you, I appreciate you working together to help influence
lives! Watercolor brushes I am often asked which brushes are best for watercolor. The goal is to use a brush that has soft brushes, to gently slide the watercolor pigment over the paper, without leaving scratches from hard bristles. It is best to dedicate the brushes you want for watercolor, to only use with watercolor, as other paints can leave residues on the
bristles that will adversely affect the beautiful application of watercolor afterwards. These watercolor brushes are my favorites for Bible journals. The water brush is great for travel, since you can turn off and fill the handle with water! I use round brushes most often in a Bible. Larger sizes (higher numbers), are great for using a lot of color and the smaller (lower
numbers), gives greater details, right down to a liner, which is great for super high details. Some brushes of different sizes can be used for years with some caution. Watercolor Cakes Watercolor in cakes like this, is considered a budget watercolor. They are a wallet friendly way to start out, or let a young one freely create. Keep in mind, however, that budget
watercolor is made with fillers, causing them to dry with a chalky finish that may be undesirable in Bible journal. I prefer to recommend a better quality watercolor, than what comes in this cake format, (for example, those in during collections). Watercolor crayons Watercolor crayons are wonderful for scribbleping a little color on a non-porous surface like plastic
and then grab the color with a damp brush to make with. It has a real creamy feel and dries beautifully with a lot of vitality. A favorite for sure. Neocolor II is my favorite! (Not to be confused with unlinked Noecolor I, which is an oil pastel!) Watercolor pans watercolor in pans are already dried, and although similar looks to watercolor cakes, they are better quality,
drying without the budget chalky finish cakes are known for. Kuretake Gansai Tambi watercolors are my favorite watercolor pans! Made for Japanese painting, they are of high quality and intended to be opaque, which means you can water them down for long-lasting, more transparent use. They even have sparkling palettes that are beautiful too! Watercolor
Pencils I fell in love with watercolor, after using a British set of watercolor pencils from WHSmith. Watercolor pencils allow you to color the surface and follow by activating with a damp brush for a more controlled watercolor experience. If watercolor feels scary, try some watercolor pencils so you can decide where your color goes before the water ever touches
the surface. Derwent watercolor pencils are quality and creamy, using a traditional, fine art colour palette, which is great for mixing with other art supply brands. Prismacolor is a nice budget friendly option. All of these are in my studio and loved for various reasons. Watercolor pipes Unlike other dried formats of watercolor, the pipes are fresh for you to squeeze
a little on a palette, dry for a couple of days and then enjoy a more vibrant watercolor experience. It's a favored type of watercolor for professional watercolor artists, and I certainly love it myself. Specialty Watercolor This collection is of watercolor products in unusual, special formats such as watercolor crystals to sprinkle on a wet surface (or vice versa), or
Peerless sheets that are perfect for travel. ⤎ back to guide categories Has the Bible Diary Guide helped you? Please share the guide homepage! Bible journals aren't about art, but art is hilarious! What Bible diaries do I need? Ok. So, as I talked about in my guide to bible journals, we know that Bible diary is about the time we spend with God in His word and
not about the art....... But the art is super fun and exciting and a fantastic outlet to be creative with our Creator! With that in mind, I'd like to share with you my personal favorite Bible journals supplies to have around! Disclosure: Our shopping links are sponsored, or affiliate, links, which means we can earn a small commission that helps fund our blog (at no extra
cost to you!), so thank you for your support and happy shopping! I've tried a lot of things, but have narrowed down to a relatively small amount of products that I find can create beautiful art without taking up an entire art space. In fact, all my supplies fit in a single bag with my Bible. 1. A bag to keep order and diary on the go I found my purse at Michaels a
couple of years ago, but they no longer carry it as I could find. Amazon has an identical one, only it's gold that I think is absolutely beautiful! It is perfect for keeping my diary Bible and all my favorite art supplies! Inside there is plenty of storage space and even comes with 2 detachable, clear, zippered plastic bags perfect for my pens, water brushes, washi tape
and more. There are 2 sides to this bag. One has detachable bags and the other side has a large, clear, attached, zippered plastic bag perfect for storing and stickers, or or that may leak. 2. A Journaling Bible Obviously, your main Bible journaling supply should be a Bible! My first Bible was an ESV single column journaling the Bible and I loved it. The cover
has embossed leaves on it, and it is size, although it is small, made it very wearable. The other thing I like about single column Bibles is the extra margin space that you get in some of the books, like Psalms. I've seen this Bible at Hobby Lobby near the checkout, but I bought mine on Christianbook.com. Mine is no longer sold, but this is the large print format of
the same Bible. Christianbook.com have a fantastic selection of journaling Bibles at great prices! I have also bought the following Bibles and love them all! ESV Journaling Bible, Interleaved Edition (Autumn Song) NIV Comfort Print Journal The Word Bible, Cloth Overboard, Pink Floral ESV Journaling Bible (Fertile Design), Multicolored ESV Single Column
Journaling Bible (Black) For more information about choosing a journaling Bible, check out this post by Scribbling Grace. 3. Pens that don't bleed It took me a while to find my favorite pens, but I did, and these Faber-Castell Pitt Artist Pens are the bomb. They don't bleed through the thin sides of the Bible (although it's shading- which only faintly sees the pens
through the other side of the page. The Bible text also shadows so it's very natural.) I have a very large brush of these, and it doesn't bleed through either! Amazing, really. Side note: Any pen will bleed through if you go over and over and over again. So, as long as you are not too heavy hand and make pen on pen, these will not bleed. I use these pens on
basically every page I do. They are definitely one of my most widely used Bible journal supplies. Here's an example using the usual brush size. 4. A white eraser I like to draw my designs with pencil first, so a good white eraser is a must. The white does not leave marks that a pink or black eraser can. I like my retractable one because it fits nicely in my bag, is
easy on my hands, erases in confined spaces, and lasts a long time. 5. White pen for letters and details Speaking of white, this Uni-ball Signo white gel pen is my favorite for white letters. It is richer than most white gel pens and floats nicely. The trick is to go slowly to let it float and make small, tight circles with it. This pen was applied to the letters on both of
these pages: The Lord is my light and blessed with children. 6. Colored pencils A good colored pencil really makes a difference. I tried Crayola when I first started writing diary and the colors were quite bright on a Bible thin pages. Prismacolor colored pencils are a richer, smoother application due to the soft core. The thicker lead also resists fractures which is
great for making them last. Mine is still almost new look. I have the set of but the little little would be great to start out if you don't want to spend as much. This page was made with colored pencils if you want to take a look. Pencil sharpener Part of what keeps my colored pencils new is the Prismacolor Premier pencil sharpener. Trust me, it really makes a
difference. When investing in better colored pencils, it's a good idea to invest in the best tip to keep them that way. This sharpener not only gets them sharp, but it does it quickly without shaving too much of the pencil away. 7. Watercolors Neocolor ii water-soluble crayons of Caran D'ache are quite honest, amazing! I tried quite a few watercolor paint before
taking the leap and splurging on these. Let me save you for having to and encourage you to go for these! They are versatile and extremely portable, which is a big plus for journaling on the go. You can see mine is very well loved. I like to use the metal lid to mix a few colors together sometimes. I started with the set of 15, but really wanted more colors after
discovering how much I like these, so for my birthday I got the 30 package! I gave my 15 package to my mother because I got all the same colors plus 15 more. You just color as a crayon and then use water with a brush or water brush. You can also use them as a regular paint cake, place a wet brush directly on them and then paint the side with the brush.
There is basically no mess which is also a big plus for any Bible journaling supply! To see these in action, see this logging page. 8. Water brushes These are the water brushes I use with my Neocolor ii water-soluble crayons. You just fill them with water and gently squeeze close to the neck (mine has a small button) and water is dispensed. You don't need a
lot of water, in fact, don't dispense much or you risk ripping since you're working on it. Again, these are so portable, no need for a cup of water or extra brushes. I love when the products are all-in-one and low root. Note: There is no color inside these brushes. They come empty and fill them with water themselves. This pink set is cute! It's the same thing, just
pink! 9. Wink of Stella brush Another fun supply that I have and use here and there is a Wink of Stella brush. It is similar to the water brush, only it dispenses ........ wait for it ....... Glitter! It comes pre-filled and ready to go! There's a bit of work in the setup, but when it's ready, you can add glitter to any page! I have it ready because you put it on top of a color
anyway, so if you just buy one, get it ready. There is no mess with this brush, and the glitter dries quickly without getting on anything else. It just adds a little shimmer  10. Washi Tape The last item I have in my bag of favorites is washi tape. I use this to highlight the pages I've completed by attaching a small piece over to the top of finished I have also used
the tape to decorate a page and to lose over misspelled words or errors. It comes in a ridiculous number of styles and colors and adds a lot of fun! Some use it to mark the Bible's books by attaching it to the edges of each box's first page. Click on the image for the specific set or tap washi tape to scroll through a plethora of designs. Use your new Bible
journaling supplies to have fun, experiment, worship, and create! There are so many products you can use and part of the fun of art and create samples new things. So, look for sales and try whatever you want. My favorites may not be yours. A funny thing about Bible journals is that when you may not want to be in your Bible, trying a new product can
sometimes spark joy and a desire to be in the word again. Much like getting new Windex sometimes helps me want to clean the windows. It feels fresh and new and fresh can create excitement. A final tip for testing new Bible journals Supplies My proposal for new products, even those I suggest, as every Bible can take differently to products, is to test a page
on the back of the Bible. A single line or medium dot placed on the side with the product will quickly tell you if it bleeds through or looks nice. Enjoy and remember, art supplies are fun, but growing in your faith through being in God's Word is the most important thing! Browse My Bible Journal Postings Need help getting started with Bible journaling? These posts
are for you. Want some inspiration? Check out my Bible diary devotionals. Blessed with ChildrenPatience vs. WaitingThe Lord Is My Light Subscribe to Sojourner Mother's mailing list to get Bible diary entries in your inbox every week. Week.
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